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AImtraet--It has been claimed to be a conclusion attributed to Yin that circulation-preserving motion does 
not accelerate in a magnetic field. The results of this paper disprove this claim, and many physical 
interpretations of flow pattern are specified. 
OVERVIEW 
The nonlinear character of basic equations of MHD flows has presented enormous mathematical 
difficulties to construct heir exact solutions and the concept of fluid continuum provides a 
theoretical model which lends itself to mathematical nalysis, furnishes possible information of the 
flow structures. These geometrical results have direct implications on circulation-preserving 
motions with preserved vorticity. Both the velocity and acceleration fields of such motions belong 
to the special class of vector fields with constant values along vortex lines. One of the initial attempt 
seems to in this direction has been mentioned by Truesdell [1] to the persistence of the circulation- 
preserving property for a material particle. Achievements of comparable significance were also 
made by other investigators [2-5]. 
In the present paper attention is confined to hydromagnetic preserving flow with preserved 
vorticity. A combination of material and spatial descriptions i  required to elucidate the implication 
of various geometrical nd kinematical conditions, some referring to instantaneous configurations 
in space while other properties preserved by material ines or surfaces. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
The isochoric magneto-hydrodynamic flow of highly conducting fluid is characterized by system 
of equations 
and 
div v = 0, 
p (v grad)v + grad p =/z curl H x H, 
(1) 
(2) 
curl(v x H) = 0, (3) 
div H = 0, (4) 
where H, p, p and # are magnetic field vector, fluid pressure magneto fluid density and magnetic 
permeability respectively. V(x, t) is the velocity at spatial point x. Introducing the vorticity vector 
o~ = curl v. Equation (4) asserts an additional condition on H and following [4-6]. 
w x v grad(p + ½PV 2 + ½#n 2) = 0 (5) 
and hence this equation mention the circulation-preserving condition imposed by Truesdell [1] that 
curl(w x v)---0. (6) 
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GENERAL IT IES  
If the spherical image of the totality of rectilinear vortex lines does not degenerate o a point 
or a curve in the unit sphere, but covers the two-dimensional region of that sphere then the 
circulation-preserving condition asserts that all vector field v is the form 
u ' (~) r  x ((~rl&l) 
v = u(~)r  + r (a r /Or l ) (a r /a~)  , (7) 
where r({, ;7) is unit tangent vector of two parameter family of straight line such that Or/O~ and 
Or/&l are linearly independent except on isolated surface or lines where u is arbitrary function of 
only. 
GEOMETRY OF  VORTEX L INE  
Since the velocity is constant along each rectilinear vortex line, the vortex lines translate rigidly 
and preserve their unit tangent vectors r. Hence, as each vortex line moves in space, its image point 
under the spherical mapping remains fixed in the unit sphere. Since in the present case the spherical 
image of the totafity of vortex lines covers a two-dimensional region of the unit sphere, the image 
points in this spherical region may be parameterized bythe azimuthal and meridianal angles, 0 and 
~, in the unit sphere. These parameters define material coordinates in the physical space via the 
spherical mapping, such that V0 x V~b ~ 0 and 
v~v~ 
r = r(0, ~b) = i V0 V~b-----~" (8) 
The derivatives of r are related to the orthonormal base vectors/0 and i¢ in the unit sphere: 
r0 = 6, r÷ = sin 0i¢, too = - r, ro¢= cos 0i~, r~¢ = - sin 0(sin Or + cos 0/0). (9) 
In terms of the material coordinates 0 and ~, the velocity and the acceleration fields have the 
expressions 
v(0, ~b, t) = u(0, 4), t)r + v(0, ~), t)ro + w(0, (k, t)r, 
a(0, ~b, t) = m(0, ~b, t)r + p(0,  (k, t)ro + y(O, ~p, t)r, 
where a = fl and p --~. 
The circulation-preserving condition yields 
uo -v=0,  u, -ws in20=O,  
whereas the d'Alembert-Euler condition requires that 
ao -~=0,  a~-~s in20=0,  
~ovl 
/ 
I 
2 
! 
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Fig. 1. lntellra] of .~qln.8 force ~ × f along th© axis 
of m~mm~.t~ (x axis) is nut t i l y  curved arc ( - - - ) .  
Sclmration of thz intagml over the 03 × f forces into total 
energy (p 4:½pv 2+ ½g//2) as function ofx. b is the width of 
the conducting channel. 
Fig. 2. Pattern of the mass flow caused by the magnus 
forces cb x ¢ (schematically). 
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and 
cos 0 \ 
(oc + 0c00)r~" V0 + ~0, - ~ 0¢~) (r,. V~b - r0, Vo) - (~ sin s 0 + ~0 sin 0 cos 0 + a0~) r0" V~ = 0. (1 0) 
Consequently 
1 1 
v(0, ~b, t) = ar + uor0 + ~ u0r¢, a(0, ~b, t) = atr + a0r0 + ~ ator,, (1 1) 
where u = at(0, $, t) is a solution of equation (10). 
Although a two-parameter family of rectilinear vortex lines in the physical space uniquely 
determines its spherical image in the unit sphere, the latter does not uniquely determine the former. 
The configuration of the rectilinear vortex lines in space can be specified by expressing both the 
unit tangent vector of each vortex line and the position vector of a point on the vortex line as 
functions of the material coordinates 0 and $: 
r = r(0, ~) ,  X = X(0, $, t). (12) 
The position of any point in space is determined if the coordinates 0 and 0~ of the vortex line passing 
through that point and the signed distance 1 of the point from the reference point X(0, $, t) are 
given. The triplet of scalar quantities (0, $, 1) define a time-dependent curvilinear coordinate system 
in space: 
x(0, ~b, 1, t) = X(0, t#, t) + lr(0, ~b). 
Equation (13) yields 
1 
r0"V0 = ~ (r0-X, + 1 sin 2 0), 
1 • 2 r , 'Vo=- -~s ln  0r 0, X0, 
, (1,,,o+ 1 ) 
sin 0 r , .X,  (1 
where 
1 
r0" V0 = - ~ re. X0, 
1 2 r~-V0 = ~(sin 0r0"X~ + 1 sin 2 0), 
(13) 
(14) 
at(0, t#, t) = A (t) cos 0 + B(t) cos ~b sin 0 + C(t) sin ~b sin 0. 
Substituting the last expression into (11), one obtains 
a---- A(t)k + B(t)i + C(t)j, 
where i, j and k are constant orthonormal vectors. Therefore, spatially constant acceleration fields 
are compatible with an arbitrary choice of straight vortex lines. If an arbitrary initial configuration 
or  
sin 19 + sin Oro'Xo) - (ro'X,)(r,'Xe). 
When the expressions of equation (14) are substituted into the differential equation (10), the terms 
depending on the coordinate 1 cancel and the following result is obtained: 
( cosO ) ( _  at 1 ) (  cosO 1 ) 
(at+atoo)ro'X,+ ato, ~ ,  s i - -~r , 'X , - ro 'Xo  - at+s-~atO+si--~at** r¢'Xo=O- 
(15) 
If the spatial configuration of the rectilinear vortex lines at an instant is known, the two vector 
fields r and X in (12) are determined for that instant and (15) is a second-order linear partial 
differential equation for at with known coefficients. Each particular solution of the equation 
determines a lamellar acceleration field according to the expression of (11). 
Regardless of the functional form of X(0, ~b, t), (15) is always satisfied if 
cos 0 '~ cos 0 1 
at+atoo=o, ~o-s-~nOat),=o, at+si--ff-~atO+si--~at**=o, 
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of rectilinear vortex lines is specified in space (whose spherical image r(0, 0)  covers a two- 
dimensional region of the unit sphere) and if an arbitrary scalar function u(0, ~b) is selected to define 
the initial velocity field 
v(0, ~, 0) = ur + u0r0 + (1/sin 2 0)U~br~, 
then the circulation-preserving flow defined by the material description 
v(0, ~b, t) = v(0, ~, 0) + f(t) - f(0) 
satisfies Truesdell's condition in subsequent time, where f is an arbitrary time-dependent constant 
vector. 
I f  at some instant  the vortex l ines in the physical  space are radial  l ines emerg ing f rom a common 
point, then X(O, ~b) = r(O, ~b) at that instant and (15) is identically satisfied. The acceleration at that 
instant. Immediately after the instant, the vortex lines lose their radial arrangement and (15) does 
impose restrictions on the function a(O, ~, t). 
APPL ICAT IONS 
The extreme complexity of the situation grad(p + ½pv2+ ½/~H 2) = w × v proposed the validity 
of physical significance. In such situations the spatial approach seems to be imperative. First to 
consider there is no force at all that yields p + ½pv 2 + ½/~H 2= 0 but it gives no information so far 
about the individual terms and their dependence on x. In second, around including the arc, it is 
convenient to replace the real j (x)  distribution by an equivalent rectangle of height j and width 
b characterizing the conducting channel. Continuing the integration from x = -b /2  to a variable 
x, we obtain a linear increase of the sum (p + ~pVml 2 + ½/~H 2) = jv (x + b/2) beginning with zero at 
x = -b /2 .  In the last section, behind the arc is without magnus force. Again integration yields 
1 2 (p + ~pVm + ½#H 2) =jvb. 
Since the pressure difference has to disappear again for behind the arc, all the work of magnus 
force is to the benefit of total energy. This leads to its maximum value. According to continuity 
equation the quantity w. ds remain constant along the vortex tube and hence vortex lines cannot 
begin or end in the entire region, they are either closed curves are terminate on the boundary. This 
effect is still enhanced if the compensation flow is taken into account. The implication of analogy 
directed that gathering of the mass flow from the sides and turning into the direction of the 
magnetic field, but behind the arc it appears a fast jet. 
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